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Overview
1. Public opinion research from 1942 to 1952.

2. The concept of “encuestas”. Surveys, polls.

3. Methodologies. Evolution of sampling and questionnaire design.

4. Types of “encuestas”
Media polls, election polls, political polls, academic polls.

5. Mexico and the study of world opinion. IJOAR, WAPOR,…



Sources

• Tiempomagazine
• J. Belden (POQ 1944)
• L. Radvanyi (several publications 1942-1952)
• A. J. Pani (1948)
• IJOAR (1947-1952)
• Mexico’s General Archives





• Tiempo,	  weeklymagazine	  directed by Martin	  Luis	  Guzmán.

• Efforts to conduct and	  publishopinionpollson different
political issues:	  war,	  immigration,	  radicalism,	  death penalty,	  
foreign affairs,	  economy,…







Graphic presentation of	  data	  (proportionality)



Quantitative
and	  

qualitative
approaches



Graphic presentation of	  data	  (Proportionality)



Editorial	  treatment (photographs)



Open	  debate
Similar	  to Blumer in	  the U.S.
Opinions of	  the people vs.	  

the “enlightened”





Political use	  of	  polls?
Biased questions?

Do	  you think it is patriotic to
support the policy that the
President has	  adopted
to defend the national
interests and	  dignity?

Do	  you consider the Sinarquist
National Union’s activities

unpatriotic?



Growing
efforts:
Results
by city



Questionnaire
Development

(from 1	  to 18	  questions)



Questionnaire development(31	  and	  35	  questions,	  to parents and	  teachers)





CONTENTS

• Sampling procedures
• Problemswith questionnaires

(length,	  questionwording,	  
open-‐‑ended question in	  rural	  
areas)

• Problemswith interviewers
(training,	  experience,	  
motivation)

• Planning and	  conducting
fieldwork

• Surveys conducted:	  
-‐‑Economy
-‐‑ Culture and	  society
-‐‑ Monopolies
-‐‑ Education (UNESCO)

• Funding (industries,	  
government,	  university)















Academic debate	  about 1948









Summary

• 1942-1952: a dynamic decade of public opinion research in Mexico.

• Significant changes in questionnaire design and sampling procedures.

• The concept of “public opinion” at the center of political debate and 
media coverage.

• Academic efforts to study “world opinion” : Mexico’s IJOAR.


